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Abstract – Face recognition being the foremost important biometric attribute it still faces many challenges, like create 

variation, illumination variation etc.  Once such variations area unit present in each pose and illumination, all the algorithms are 

greatly stricken by these variations and their performance gets degraded. The method to identify faces in given video sequence 

is presented in this paper. Identification of faces in the given frames can be done using viola Jones classification model. 

 

Frames are separated and categorized in two sections Good frames and Bad frames. Good frames mean the frames which 

containing face or faces, and Bad frames means frames, which does not contain face. Face detection is the first stage towards 

face recognition. This is called preprocessing for face recognition method. The frames obtained by this method can be put for 

further processing as far as face recognition is concerned.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Face recognition from video has received in depth attention in recent laptop vision analysis. In general, video provides 

additional data for recognition as compared to a still image. However, many difficult issues still stay unsolved, like changes in 

illumination, pose, and occlusion. One essential downside is matching corresponding pixels from overlapping face regions from 

ordered pictures in a video sequence underneath changes in illumination, pose, and occlusion. This can be a significant 

downside once solely a part of the face region is shown and therefore the same region could seem in several poses and scales. 

One wishes a technique to correspond the components of the total faces or face patches, collect the face patches from video, 

and construct a full face or the maximum amount of a face region as attainable [1]. 

  

A number of methods have been proposed to deal with the conventional face recognition problem, i.e. identifying the face 

detected from a single image. However, such methods may fail in video-based face recognition tasks. Many previous researches 

show that a naive scheme transferring from images to videos usually encounters a significant decrease in recognition accuracy. 

Although videos provide much more information than images, it is hard to exploit and utilize it effectively. Different video 

sequences of the same person may contain several kinds of variations, including pose, facial expression, illumination, image 

resolution and occlusion. Untagged and unpredictable variations lead to mistakes in recognition. Motion blur and compression 

artifacts also deteriorate recognition performance. How to recognize faces from videos captured in unconstrained 

environments has become a new challenge for researchers [3]. 

 

Moreover, in real world applications such as law enforcement, video surveillance and e-passport identification, only a single still 

image of each person is available. It is infeasible to use intra-class information to describe variations in each category, which is 

important for classification. Meanwhile, differing from the gallery set consisting of a single still image per person, probe sets are 

usually collected on the spot in the form of video sequences. It is crucial to match multiple probe images with the single gallery 

image correctly without being affected by possible outliers. 
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As a result, two major problems need considering when implementing such a still-to-video face recognition system [3]. One is 

multi-modality or heterogeneity between still images and video frames. Still images collected by digital cameras in constrained 

environments are high-quality face samples with frontal view, neutral expression and normal lighting. Still images and video 

frames have such different appearances that direct matching would obviously result in a lot of mistakes. 

 

Face recognition system may be a complicated image-processing problem in universe applications with complicated effects of 

illumination, occlusion, and imaging condition on the live pictures. It's a combination of face detection and recognition 

techniques in image analyzes. Detection application is employed to search out position of the faces during a given image. 

Recognition algorithmic program is used to classify given pictures with known structured properties, which are used usually in 

most of the computer vision applications. These pictures have some known properties like; same resolution, together with 

same facial feature parts, and similar eye alignment. These pictures are going to be refered as “standard image” within the 

additional sections. Recognition applications uses standard pictures and detection algorithms detect the faces and extract face 

pictures that include eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. That makes the algorithmic program more difficult than single detection 

or recognition algorithmic program.  The primary step for face recognition system is to acquire a picture from a camera or 

gallery or information. Second step is face extraction from the nonheritable image. Third step is, face detection. Forth step, face 

recognition that takes the face pictures from output of detection part. Final step is person identity as results of recognition part. 

Face recognition consist of three stages  

a) Face Extraction  

b) Face Detection 

c) Face Recognition. 

 

a) Face Extraction: 

 

Acquiring pictures to computer from camera and process medium (environment) via frame grabber is that the first step in face 

recognition system applications. The input image, within the form of digital data, is distributed to Face Extraction formula a 

part of a software package for extracting every face within the image. 

 

A lot of analysis has been done in this area, most of that is efficient and effective for still pictures only; therefore could not be 

applied to video sequences directly.  Within the video scenes, human faces will have unlimited orientations and positions, 

therefore its detection is of a variety of challenges to researchers.     Generally, there are three main processes for face detection 

supported video. At first, it begins with frame based mostly detection. During this process, many traditional strategies for still 

pictures will be introduced like statistical modeling method [3], neural network-based method [4], SVM-based method [5], 

HMM method [6], BOOST [7] technique and color-based face detection [8], etc. However, ignoring the temporal info provided 

by the video sequence is that the main disadvantage of this approach. Secondly, integrating detection and tracking, this says that 

detective work face within the initial frame so chase it through the full sequence. Since detection and chase square measure 

freelance and knowledge from one supply is simply in use at only once, loss of knowledge is inevitable. Finally, rather than 

detective work every frame, temporal approach exploits temporal relationships between the frames to detect multiple human 

faces during a video sequence. In general, such technique consists of two phases, namely detection and prediction so update 

tracking. This helps to stabilize detection and to create it less sensitive to thresholds compared to the other two detection 

categories. 
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Steps involved in face extraction: 

  

 
Figure 1 Face Extraction steps 

 

b) Face Detection: 

Output of face extraction stage, is input for face detection stage.  Detection can be location of face region as a whole, 

and location of face region with facial features (i.e. eyes, mouth, eyebrow, nose etc.).  Detection methods in the literature are 

difficult to classify strictly, because most of the algorithms are combination of methods for detecting faces to increase the 

accuracy. 

The basic principle of Viola-Jones algorithm is to scan a sub-window capable of detecting faces across a given input 

image [8].  The standard image processing approach would be to rescale the input image to different sizes and then run the 

fixed size detector through these images.  This approach turns out to be time consuming due to the calculation of the different 

size images.    On the other side Viola-Jones rescale the detector instead of the input image and run the detector many times 

through the image each time with a different size.  Viola-Jones has devised a scale invariant detector that requires the same 

number of calculations whatever the size.  This detector is constructed using integral image and some rectangular features 

reminiscent of Haar wavelets. 

Viola-Jones algorithm consist of four stages – Haar features selection, Creating an integral image, Adaboost Training, 

Cascading Classifiers.   

All human faces share some similar properties.  These regularities may be matched using Haar features.   Few properties 

common to human faces - the eye region is darker than the upper-cheeks; the nose bridge region is brighter than the eyes.   

Instead of finding the faces, the algorithm should discard non-faces.  The idea behind this statement is that it is faster to discard 

non-faces than to find a face.  With this idea, a detector consisting of only one (strong) classifier suddenly seems inefficient 

since evaluation time is constant.  Hence, there is need of cascaded classifier.  The cascaded classifier consists of stages each 

containing strong classifier.  The job of each stage is to determine whether a given sub-window is definitely not a face or maybe 

a face. When a sub-window is classified to be a non-face by a given stage it is discarded.  If sub-window classified as a maybe-

face it is passed on to the next stage in the cascade.  It means that the more stages a given sub-window passes, the higher the 

chance the sub-window actually contains face. 

 

c) Face Recognition:  

 Detection application is used to find position of faces in a given frame and recognition stage is used to classify images 

with known structural properties. 
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ALGORITHM: 

1. The Viola Jones Algorithm: 

The simple principle of the Viola-Jones set of rules is to scan a sub-window capable of detecting faces across a given input 

photo. The trendy photo processing method might be to rescale the input photo to one of a kind sizes after which run the 

fixed length detector through these pix. This method turns out to be instead time eating because of the calculation of the 

exclusive size images. Contrary to the standard approach Viola-Jones rescale the detector instead of the enter photo and run the 

detector frequently via the picture – each time with an extraordinary size. At first one may suspect both strategies to be 

similarly time consuming, however Viola-Jones have devised a scale invariant detector that calls for the identical range of 

calculations whatever the length. This detector is constructed the usage of a so-known as indispensable photo and a few simple 

rectangular features harking back to Haar wavelets. The subsequent section elaborates in this detector. 

Step 1. The scale invariant detector 

The first step of the Viola-Jones face detection set of rules is to turn the enter image into a vital photo. This is performed with 

the aid of making every pixel identical to the complete sum of all pixels above and to the left of the worried pixel. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 the Integral Image 

This allows for the calculation of the sum of all pixels inside any given rectangle using simplest four values. These values are the 

pixels inside the critical image that coincide with the corners of the rectangle in the input photograph. This is verified in Figure 

below. 

 

 
 

It has now been established how the sum of pixels within rectangles of arbitrary length can be calculated in steady time. The 

Viola-Jones face detector analyzes a given sub-window using functions such as two or more rectangles. The exclusive varieties 

of functions are shown in Figure below. 

 

 
Figure 3 Exclusive varieties of functions 

Each function results in a single charge which is calculated by subtracting the sum of the white rectangle(s) from the sum of the 

black rectangle(s). 

Viola-Jones has empirically determined that a detector with a base decision of 24*24 pixels offers first-rate consequences. 

When taking into account all viable sizes and positions of the capabilities in Figure above an overall of approximately a 16000 

exclusive capabilities can then be built. Thus, the amount of feasible capabilities massively outnumbers the 576 pixels contained 

within the detector at base resolution. 
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These functions may seem overly easy to carry out such a complicated undertaking as face detection, but what the functions 

lack in complexity they maximum truly have in computational efficiency. 

One may want to understand the capabilities because the laptop’s way of perceiving an input photo. The hope being that a few 

features will yield large values whilst on top of a face. Of route operations should additionally be accomplished at once at the 

raw pixels, however the variant due to special pose and individual traits could be anticipated to impede this technique. The 

purpose is now to smartly construct a mesh of functions able to detecting faces and that is the subject of the subsequent phase. 

 

Step 2. The modified AdaBoost algorithm 

As said above there can be calculated approximately a 16000 characteristic values inside a detector at base decision. Among a 

majority of these functions some few are anticipated to provide almost continually excessive values while on pinnacle of a face. 

In order to discover these features Viola-Jones use a modified version of the AdaBoost set of rules evolved by using Freund 

and Schapire in 1996. 

AdaBoost is a gadget learning boosting algorithm capable of building a robust classifier through a weighted aggregate of 

vulnerable classifiers. (A weak classifier classifies efficaciously in most effective a little bit greater than half the cases.) To suit 

this terminology to the offered idea each function is considered an ability vulnerable classifier. A vulnerable classifier is 

mathematically described as: 

 

 
 

Where x is a 24*24 pixel sub-window, f is the applied function, p the polarity and the threshold that makes a decision whether 

or not x have to be labeled as a wonderful (a face) or a terrible (a non-face). 

Since simplest a small quantity of the viable one 16000 characteristic values are expected to be potential susceptible classifiers 

the AdaBoost set of rules is modified to select handiest the pleasant features. Viola-Jones’ changed AdaBoost algorithm is 

offered in pseudo code in Figure below 
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An critical a part of the changed AdaBoost set of rules is the dedication of the satisfactory characteristic, polarity and threshold. 

There seems to be no smart solution to this hassle and Viola-Jones advocate a simple brute force approach. This method that 

the dedication of each new vulnerable classifier involves comparing each function on all of the training examples for you to 

discover the satisfactory acting feature. This is predicted to be the maximum time consumption a part of the training method. 

The great acting feature is selected based totally at the weighted errors it produces. The weight of an efficiently categorized 

instance is decreased and the load of a misclassified example is saved consistent. As a result it is far more ‘costly’ for the second 

one function (in the final classifier) to misclassify an instance also misclassified via the primary characteristic, than an example 

classified effectively. 

An opportunity interpretation is that the second feature was compelled to awareness tougher at the examples misclassified by 

means of the primary. The point being that the weights are a crucial a part of the mechanics of the AdaBoost set of rules. 

With the vital photo, the computationally efficient functions and the changed AdaBoost algorithm in location it looks as if the 

face detector is ready for implementation, but Viola-Jones have one extra ace up the sleeve. 

 

Step 3. The cascaded classifier 

The basic precept of the Viola-Jones face detection algorithm is to experiment the detector in many instances thru the equal 

photograph – on every occasion with a new size. Even if a photograph need to contain one or extra faces it is miles apparent 

that an immoderate massive quantity of the evaluated sub-windows would nevertheless be negatives (non-faces). This 

awareness leads to a one-of-a-kind system of the hassle: Instead of finding faces, the set of rules must discard non-faces. The 

notion in the back of this declaration is that it is quicker to discard a non-face than to discover a face. With this in thoughts a 

detector which include only one (sturdy) classifier all at once seems inefficient for the reason that assessment time is regular 

irrespective of the input. Hence, the want for a cascaded classifier arises. 

The cascaded classifier is composed of stages each containing a robust classifier. The task of each degree is to determine 

whether a given sub-window is without a doubt no longer a face or perhaps a face. When a sub-window is assessed to be a 

non-face by a given level its miles immediately discarded. Conversely, a sub-window labeled as a perhaps-face is surpassed 

directly to the subsequent degree within the cascade. It follows that the extra degrees a given sub-window passes, the higher the 

chance the sub-window genuinely incorporates a face. The idea is illustrated with two stages in Figure below 

  

 
Figure 4 cascaded classifier 

 

In a single stage classifier, one would usually be given false negatives as a way to lessen the fake nice fee. However, for the first 

ranges within the staged classifier fake positives are not taken into consideration to be a hassle for the reason that succeeding 

levels are predicted to sort them out. Therefore, Viola-Jones prescribe the attractiveness of many fake positives in the initial 

stages. Consequently, the quantity of false negatives in the final staged classifier is predicted to be very small. 

Viola-Jones additionally discuss with the cascaded classifier as an attentional cascade. This call means that more interest 

(computing energy) is directed closer to the areas of the photo suspected to comprise faces. 

It follows that when training a given level, say n, the poor examples should of course be false negatives generated by way of 

level n-1. The majority of mind supplied inside the ‘Methods’ section are taken from the authentic Viola-Jones paper. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
 

As main task of the experiment is to recognize face/faces from video sequence, separation of frames from video sequence is 

needed.  Faces are detected and facial features are located from video images. MATLAB 2013a is used for face extraction.   

Standard video sequence from ’NRC-IIT Facial video database and video captured from camera are taken as an input.  Frames 

are separated from the given video sequence. For each frame by applying viola-jones face detection algorithm, faces are 

extracted and classified as good as well as bad frames.   These frames are stored in respective folder for further processing.  

Table 1 shows the details of good and bad frames that are separated. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Video sequence Total 

Frames 

Good 

Frames 

Bad 

Frames 

1 Face.avi 954 44 910 

2 NRC-IIT data 

base I 

175 37 18 

3 Video sequence 

captured by local 

camera 

410 98 312 

 

Table 1:  Good/Bad frames 

 

Figure 5 shows the system main window screen which helps to get a video sequence. Window shows actual frame separated by 

program, two windows shows good frames and bad frames respectively.  System also shows the total number of frames in the 

given video sequence and total number of good as well as bad frames.  Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the results of good and bad 

frames respectively.  Figure 8 and 9 shows the result of face extraction process which contains number of good frames and 

number of bad frames. 

 
Figure 5 System main window 

 

 
Figure 6 Result with good frame 
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Figure 7 Result with bad frame 

 
Figure 8 Number of Good Frames 

 

 
Figure 9 Number of Bad Frames 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Faces are detected and facial features are located from video images. ’NRC-IIT Facial video database’ and video sequence from 

camera are used for experiment. Good Frames and Bad Frames are separated and face region identification is done.  Good and 

Bad frames are stored in respective folders so that it can be used for further processing i.e. for face recognition.  
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